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FOREWORD

I am so often asked, “What’s it really like in South Africa?”
“Th e Rainbow Nation”, as South Africa is nicknamed, is 

a land of diverse people, climate, cultures, languages and 
landscapes – a land where people can live like millionaires right 
next to slum-dwellers1 living in unbelievable poverty. 

Here are my personal memories of growing up in South 
Africa and comparisons with my new life in my adopted land, 
the Czech Republic.

1  slum-dwellers – people living in slums (very poor, crowded areas, 
especially in cities)
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PART ONE

Farm Life
 

What was it like to be born into a farming family during the 
Apartheid era in South Africa? My family’s origins are British 
(on my mother’s side) and French and British (on my father’s) 
but even my great-grandparents were born in South Africa.

My early childhood was spent on a cattle ranch called 
Belmont on the edge of the Kalahari Desert, 50 kilometres 
from the nearest town of Vryburg. Summer was very hot and 
Winter very cold. Th ere was no snow of course, and very little 
rain.

Farmers were always hoping for rain because it was vital1 
for their crops2 and animals. I remember my Dad watching the 
sky anxiously3, hoping to see even one tiny white cloud on the 
horizon. He told me that the sweetest music to his ears was the 

1  vital – necessary for something to exist
    2  crops – harvested grain, vegetables or fruit
3  anxiously – nervously

Three generations of South Africans revisit Belmont farm 

(the writer, her daughter and mother). (Photo by Ian Harris)
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sound of rain falling on our roof at night – something which 
did not happen very often!

Farm life was very isolated, with our nearest neighbours 
living three kilometres away. We could just see the trees 
around their farmhouse from our home across the fl at 
countryside. My father cultivated corn (known as mealies). Th e 
fi elds were so huge that when I stood at one end I could not 
see the other end. I can still taste those delicious green mealies 
picked from the fi elds by my Dad and cooked by my Mom, 
eaten fresh and hot, with melted butter. Th e corn in Europe is 
not the same – it is so small!

My only sister was away at boarding school4 most of the 
year, so my best friends were naturally the farm animals 
around me – my dogs, cats, lambs and calves5. Th e adults 
loved tennis. Every Saturday, people would travel hundreds of 
kilometres to play tennis on one or other farm and to socialise 
afterwards. It was a very close-knit community6, despite living 
so far apart. If anybody was ever in need of any kind of help, it 
would not be long before friends would arrive on the doorstep.

Another social occasion was the monthly church service. 
South Africans are generally religious, being members of one 
church or another. Because the nearest church in Vryburg 
was so far away, one Sunday in each month the minister7 

4  boarding school – a school where students live throughout the week 
or whole year

5  calf – a young cow
6  close-knit community – a group of people who help and support 

each other
7  minister – a religious leader in a Protestant Christian church

would come to a farmhouse to lead a service. He would go to a 
diff erent farm each time and farmers from miles around would 
attend with their families, all dressed in their Sunday Best8. 
When the service was held in our living room, my mother 
would play the piano when the hymns9 were sung.

8  Sunday Best – one’s best clothes
9  hymn – a Christian church song

Belmont, near Vryburg, where the writer was born. The windmill 

behind the house was used to pump water from a borehole (a man-

made well). (Photo by Ian Harris)
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Farm School 
Th e South African school system begins with Grade 1 (at 
the age of six) and continues to Grade 12, which is “Matric” 
– the last year of school – after which students either enter 
university or college, or begin working.

At the age of seven, a year later than the normal age, I 
was sent to the nearest farm school. Long before this time, 
however, my father had taught me “sums10”, and my mother 
had been reading books to me ever since I could remember. 
Th ey obviously thought they would keep me at home on our 
farm as long as possible.

My sister, six years older, had already been sent to the 
Vryburg Primary School as a weekly boarder (coming home 
only for weekends) and would later move on to the Kimberley 
Girls’ High School, 160 kilometres away, as a full-time boarder. 
She would then only be able to come home during school 
holidays.

I will never forget my fi rst day of school. Shy11 and anti-
social, I was taken by my parents to the farm school, with my 
suitcase of clothes and my bed on the back of the truck. Th ere I 
was to be a weekly boarder, as the school was too far from our 
farm for me to come home every day.

I found that the majority of other kids at the school were 
Afrikaans-speaking, which made me feel “odd12”, although 
I was able to speak and understand the language quite well. 

10  sums – basic Arithmetic
11  shy – nervous and uncomfortable with other people
12  odd – strange, not fi tting in with others

“Aunty Staff ord” was our kindly but strict teacher, who also 
took care of us like a mother. For Afrikaans children, “Aunty” 
is a polite form of address to adults who may not be related to 
them in any way. 

Th e school itself was one small classroom in which Mrs. 
Staff ord, the sole13 teacher, taught pupils from Grade 1 to 
Grade 7. Th ere were about twenty pupils in the whole school, 
aged between six and twelve years. Farmers would send their 
children to the farm school for the fi rst year or two, before 
they went on to the “big school” in town.

I was shown the girls’ bedroom, a lot of beds all crammed14 
together in one big room. Th e boys slept in another room in 
the large farmhouse next to the school.

I remember, during that fi rst week, tearfully15 standing at 
the telephone and asking the operator to be put through to my 
mother on the “party line”. Th is was a telephone line, shared 
by about ten people, all of whom could (and did) listen in to 
each other’s conversations! Just to hear my mother’s voice at 
the other end of the line was a comfort to me. 

In the evenings, before she served our supper, “Aunty 
Staff ord” would fi rst have to wash the Kalahari Desert off  all of 
us. She would take the girls into the bathroom and scrub16 us 
one by one. Next would come the boys. By that time, the water 
in the bathtub would be coloured bright red.

Th at fi rst school week seemed endless to a little girl who 

13  sole – the only one
14  crammed – arranged in such way that the space is completely fi lled
15  tearfully – with tears in the eyes, crying
16  to scrub – to rub (with soap and water) in order to clean
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had been totally isolated before, communicating only with the 
animals and people at home. Friday could not come around 
soon enough.

I still remember clearly how wonderful it felt just to be 
back at Belmont for the weekend, to ride my bicycle and run 
barefoot17 in the sand. I never wanted to go back to school 
again.

However, Sunday evening came around and, together 
with the neighbouring kids, I was taken back to the boarding 
school. Gradually school became less of an ordeal18. I enjoyed 
learning and became a favourite of “Aunty Staff ord”. She gave 
me the job of teaching some of the younger children who were 
not able to learn so quickly. I spent six weeks in Grade 1 and 
then she told my parents she would move me up to Grade 2.

After six months of that fi rst school year, she had moved 
me up again, this time to Grade 3, and it was only due to my 
father’s protests that she did she not put me directly into 
Grade 4, which she wanted to do. Th us, in one year, I had done 
what most children spend the fi rst three years of their school 
lives doing.

Relocation 
When I was eight years old, my parents decided that both 
their daughters should live at home, rather than go to distant 

17  barefoot – without shoes
18  ordeal – a very unpleasant and diffi  cult experience

boarding schools, and they made the drastic move, 1,000 
kilometres south to East London, on the Indian Ocean coast.

We had spent family holidays in East London and my 
parents liked the city. Th ey bought a small farm on the 
outskirts19, where my Dad would grow pineapples20 and keep 
a few cows for milk production. Th ese were defi nitely only a 
“few” cows, by South African farming standards, numbering 
about 50 (compared to the hundreds my Dad had kept on 
Belmont) and the really “small” new farm was 50 acres in 

19  outskirts – the areas on the edge of a town or city
20  pineapple – a large tropical fruit (ananas)

Typical girls’ school uniform. (Photo: Clarendon Girls’ 

High School, East London)
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size (60 times smaller than Belmont, which had an area of 12 
square kilometres).

Homeleigh, our new farm, was ten kilometres from the 
city centre and we could travel to and from school every day 
by bus – it was great not to be boarders any more! We knew 

nobody in East London but my parents soon made a lot of 
friends. Homeleigh, of course, had its own tennis court and on 
Saturdays city friends would come to play tennis and enjoy the 
delicious tea and cakes made by my Mom.

School in the City 
My sister and I began to attend a large prestigious girls-only 
school in East London. Naturally, the headmistress21 did not 
want to put me into Grade 4, which I had already started at the 
farm school. It was the fi rst time she’d seen a child who was in 
Grade 4 after only one year at school. However, I got excellent 
marks so she let me continue in Grade 4 – which has to say 
something about a farm-school education22!

It was diffi  cult for me to make friends, as I was an outsider 
with a strange Northern Cape accent, compared to the Eastern 
Cape accent all the other girls spoke in. So I was happy to 
escape to our farm after each school day, to my dogs and cats 
and other farm animals with whom I had no communication 
problems! 

21  headmistress – a woman who is in charge of a school
22  which has to say something about a farm-school education – 

which shows how good farm-school education was

The beach front in East London, Pearl’s home town on the Indian 

Ocean. The man is selling African wood carvings and other handcraft. 

(Photo: Pearl Harris)
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Choosing a Career 

After passing Matric, it was time to leave school and choose a 
career. I was only 16 years old – very young to make such an 
important life decision. My two passions23 were always animals 
and photography. I thought about being a vet, but decided 
against this because of the long and diffi  cult studies.

One evening, at a career seminar at our school, I heard 
a talk by a radiographer24 and decided that I would combine 
my love of photography with a career in helping sick people 

23  passion – a strong interest in something
24  radiographer – a person who operates an X-ray machine (rentgen) to 

take images of the inside of the human body

(instead of sick animals). I would learn to take X-rays to help 
doctors diagnose fractures25 and diseases.

I applied for the two-year course in Radiography at our 
local hospital. Th e minimum entry age for this course was 18, 
so I could enjoy a gap year26 before starting my studies. During 
that year we, as a family, went on an exciting three-month 
tour of Europe – the fi rst time any of us had been abroad and 
a life-changing experience that instilled the travel bug27 in me 
forever.

Hospital Life 
After the wonderful tour of Europe, I found myself, with six 
other 18-year-old girls, fl ung into28 the harsh29 realities of life 
and death in a busy hospital. As the most junior members 
of staff  in the X-ray department, we were given all the least 
pleasant tasks, such as emptying patients’ bedpans30 and 
working in the darkroom31 with smelly chemicals. In between, 

25  fractures – broken bones
26  gap year – a year after leaving school and before beginning a career / 

university studies
27  instilled the travel bug – awakened the desire to travel (bug = 

informal word for a strong enthusiasm for something)
28  fl ung into – thrown into
29  harsh – unpleasant, cruel
30  bedpan – a fl at bowl used as a toilet by people who are too ill to get 

out of bed
31  darkroom – a special room where photographic / X-ray fi lm is 

processed
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we had to attend lectures on Photography, Anatomy, Physics 
and Radiographic Technique, and study hard to pass the exams.

Th e next year we were put on night-duty in the X-ray 
department. One second-year student was always left all alone 
for a whole week, with the responsibility of X-raying all the 
emergency cases from 6 pm until 8 am.

Th is has to be one of the most terrifying ordeals of my 
entire life. Inexperienced and unsure of what I was doing, I 
had to X-ray as many as thirty emergency patients every night. 
Here, let me point out that hospitals in South Africa are quite 
diff erent to those in Europe.

Being a violent, crime-ridden32 country means that 
casualties33 at night are numerous and horrifi c. Apart from the 
road accidents which occur regularly, patients often arrive in 
a critical condition, with knife wounds, gunshot wounds and 
other dreadful injuries.

Once I X-rayed a woman who had had seven long, steel 
nails hammered right into her skull34 by a witchdoctor35. She 
had come walking into the hospital, seemingly unharmed36, 
complaining of “mild headaches”!

Another man was beaten to the point of death37 by the 

32  crime-ridden – full of crime
33  casualty – an injured person
34  hammered right into her skull – knocked into the bones of her 

head with a hammer
35  witchdoctor – a person who cures people using traditional magic or 

medicine
36  seemingly unharmed – it seemed as if she was not hurt
37  beaten to the point of death – beaten so badly that he was nearly 

dead

African Matron38 of the hospital and her family because he 
had broken into her garden to steal a wheelbarrow39. While I 
was trying to X-ray him, the Matron arrived and continued 
shouting abuse40 and waving her fi st at the patient, lying 
helpless, badly injured and bleeding on the stretcher41!

Women would arrive in the X-ray department, with their 

38  Matron – the person in charge of all the nurses in a hospital
39  wheelbarrow – a large open container which has a wheel at the front 

and two handles at the back 
40  abuse – rude and off ensive words
41  stretcher – a type of bed on wheels used for transporting injured 

people
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faces swollen42, black and bruised43 from beatings by their 
husbands or boyfriends. Tiny babies, victims of cruel abuse, 
with fractures of their limbs44. Criminals in handcuff s45, under 
Police guard, injured during their robbery attempts… the 
horrifi c list of human suff ering and abuse was endless.

Th is was a sudden and severe46 entry into the real South 
Africa for me, from which I had been almost wholly protected 
in my safe and peaceful home environment. I felt that I had 
grown up overnight.

Although this was the Apartheid era, hospitals were not 
segregated and the Frere Hospital, where I trained, dealt with 
about 80% African and 20% white patients. Th e generally held 
myth by people around the globe was – and still is – that white 
people did not accept any black people into their hospitals in 
South Africa under Apartheid laws. Th is is not true at all.

Th ere were not enough black doctors at that time (nor 
are there today), so the white doctors were defi nitely in 
the majority, treating mainly black patients. Th e same 
applied to all paramedical staff  such as radiographers and 
physiotherapists. From the fi rst day of our training we were 
told that all patients were to be treated absolutely equally.

Th ere was no automatic processing or digital radiography 

42  swollen – larger than usual as result of injury or illness
43  bruised – having bruises (the skin turns dark in colour because of 

being hit by something)
44  limbs – arms and legs
45  handcuff s – two metal rings connected by a short chain which are 

put on the wrists of an arrested person
46  severe – extreme, diffi  cult

in those days, so X-rays were taken on fi lm, hand-developed 
in the darkroom and then dried in a drier. On night duty, the 
poor second-year student therefore acted as a clerk (recording 
all the patient details), radiographer and darkroom attendant 
combined.

At that time, none of us had completed our studies. If a 
doctor wanted an X-ray of something obscure, like ‘mastoids47’ 
I would have to frantically48 page through the thick text 
book and then try to take a perfect X-ray, while dealing with 
a diffi  cult, drunk or violent patient. If the chief radiologist 
decided the following morning that the X-rays taken on night 
duty were below standard, there would be serious problems for 
the poor student.

We could sleep in the Nurses’ Home when not busy with 
patients, but often I would just put my head down on the 
pillow, to be called back for another emergency by the shrill 
note49 of the telephone. 

Our evening meal was thrown down on the fl oor 
outside the darkroom, in a stainless steel bowl, resembling 
what I imagined prisoners would be served in jail. Often 
cockroaches50, mice and rats would be running around the 
darkroom and corridors at night – not a very pleasant place to 
fi nd yourself in as a nervous 19-year-old.

47  mastoids – the bones behind the ear
48  frantically – hurriedly
49  shrill note – an unpleasant loud and high sound
50  cockroach – a big brown or black insect sometimes found in the 

home
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Hitchhiking around Europe 

All bad things, too, must eventually come to an end and so did 
the two years of my hospital training. Having survived this 
ordeal together, the seven of us newly qualifi ed radiographers 
became lifelong friends and still keep in contact to this day. 
I left East London immediately after graduating, as I had 
obtained a post in a new hospital in Bloemfontein – my fi rst 
“real” job. I wanted to save enough money as fast as I could in 
order to be able to travel.

After two years I set off  on an eight-month hitchhiking 
expedition through Europe with two other girlfriends. My 
friends and I had saved up enough for the sea voyage from 
Cape Town to Southampton in England – a two-week cruise51 
of fun and games. We had very little extra money saved and 

51  cruise –  a journey on a ship

were not allowed to work in Europe due to visa restrictions for 
South Africans. So we decided never to spend any money on 
transport, but to hitchhike absolutely everywhere.

We had just enough money for eight months of overnight 
stays in youth hostels, and for a diet of mainly bread and 
cheese. Together, thumbs extended52 by the roadside in every 
type of weather, we explored the entire British Isles and most 
European countries from Scandinavia in the north, to Greece 
in the east and Spain in the west. 

However, let me return to South Africa, a vast and 
beautiful country, where I was also able to satisfy my hunger 
for travel...

South African Safaris 
My husband, Ian, our daughter, Tanya, and I often went on 
family trips to South Africa’s amazing national parks. We 
would visit the Kruger National Park during the Winter school 
holidays, which are in July, as it is far too hot there in Summer.

Th ere are various rest camps situated throughout the park, 
for which one has to reserve accommodation a year in advance, 
as this is such a popular destination. We usually based 
ourselves at Skukuza, the largest camp, where we had a family 
rondavel (a round hut with a pointed, thatched53 roof, similar 

52  thumbs extended – holding thumbs up (the gesture a person does 
when hitchhiking)

53  thatched – made from straw (dry grass)
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to an African hut). Th ese huts are very comfortable, with their 
own bathroom and shower. Th ere are barbecue (braai) areas 
outside each hut and also a shop and pleasant restaurant 
overlooking the river. From the restaurant terrace at sunset, 
we watched hippos and crocodiles enjoying the waters below.

Th e best times for viewing animals are either very early 
in the morning or at sunset. Early in the morning, we would 
park our car at one of the man-made water-holes which are 
scattered all over the park. Sitting very quietly in the car, we 
would observe a variety of animals coming to the waterhole to 
drink and were able to take amazing photographs of them.

Visitors are not allowed to get out of their cars, except at 

certain picnic areas which have been cleared in the bush, and 
where they may buy refreshments or enjoy their own food in 
the shade of the trees. For the rest of the huge park, animals 
rule! 

Driving very slowly along the roads, often just tracks54, 
looking carefully all around in the trees and amongst the 
bushes one spots all kinds of birds and animals, including the 
“Big Five”, which everyone wants to see – lion, leopard, white 
rhino, buff alo and elephant.

Th e Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park – South Africa’s largest 
national park, stretching into Botswana, with an area of 3.8 
million hectares (twice the size of the Kruger Park) – has to 
be one of my favourite holiday destinations on Earth. Th ere 
are not as many species of animals to be seen as in the Kruger 
Park, and not that many of the human species either! Among 
the red sand dunes, windmills and waterholes, meerkat 
(suricate), gemsbok (a kind of antelope) and other creatures 
are easily spotted across the vast expanse of desert sands. Th is 
is surely one of the last remaining unspoilt wilderness areas in 
the world!

 On one trip to the Kgalagadi Park, we stayed in a 
cottage in a remote rest camp. We could buy freshly baked 
bread from the restaurant, which we did each morning. One 
day at breakfast, Tanya remarked: “What are these black things 
in the bread?” We knew that she was fussy55 about her food, 
so we told her that what she saw were sesame seeds. Th en she 
remarked, “But they have legs!” Upon closer examination, we 

54  tracks – marks left on the ground by car wheels
55  fussy – not easily satisfi ed

Kgalagadi rest camp – the cottage which Pearl and her family rented 

in the rest camp in the Kgalagadi National Park in the Kalahari desert. 

(Photo by Pearl Harris)
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found that the bread was full of weevils56. Of course, we did 
not buy any more bread during the rest of our stay in that 
camp!

On our family trips we found ourselves in many strange 
and amusing situations. Once, staying in a small-town hotel, 
we were shown a very impressive breakfast menu. When 
I ordered, “Scrambled eggs57 on toast”, I was told by the 
waitress, “Sorry we don’t have it!” When my husband ordered 
“Pork sausages, bacon and fried eggs”, and our daughter “Corn 
fl akes”, they were both told, “Sorry we don’t have it today!”

When we asked, “Well, what do you have?”, the waitress 
replied proudly: “We have Combined!” “Combined” meant 
that she brought us a mixture of anything they happened to 
have in the kitchen, all on one big plate! We had a good laugh, 
wondering why they bothered to print a menu at all.

As a family, we loved visiting game reserves58. On one 
trip to the Kruger National Park we stopped our car next to a 
large troupe59 of monkeys playing in the road. Visitors are not 
allowed to leave their cars, but can photograph animals from 
the safety of their vehicles.

Our 10-year-old daughter, in the back seat, had her window 
wide open, leaning out with her camera to take photos of 
the monkeys. I told her to close the window, as by now the 

56  weevils – small beetles
57  scrambled eggs – eggs mixed with a little milk and fried
58  game reserve – an area of land which is protected in order to keep 

the animals safe
59  troupe – a group (of monkeys)

monkeys were jumping all over the bonnet60 of our car, having 
a great time. Ian had just said, “Oh, they will never come into 
the car!”, when there was a loud gasp61 from the back seat, 
with Tanya practically jumping out of her skin62 and hastily 

60  bonnet – the metal cover over the part of a car where the engine is
61  gasp – when you take a short quick breath, especially because of 

surprise or shock
62  to jump out of one’s skin – to be extremely surprised by something

This magnifi cent African white lion was photographed by Pearl's 

daughter. (Photo by Tanya Linnegar, www. linnegarphotography.com)
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winding up63 her window. A cheeky64 monkey had put its hand 
right through the open window, trying to grab her camera! 
Fortunately, she held it very tightly and did not let the monkey 
steal it.

63  hastily winding up – quickly turning the handle to close the window
64  cheeky – rude, showing no respect

The writer and lion cubs on a game farm near East London. 

(Photo by Ian Harris)

A typical scene in the Kalahari Desert.  The windmill pumps water 

from a deep man-made hole into the cement tank, which is then used 

as drinking water for the animals. (Photo by Pearl Harris)
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PART TWO

Post-Apartheid Rainbow Nation 

“We enter into a covenant65 that we shall build a society in 
which all South Africans, both black and white, will be able 
to walk tall66, without any fear in their hearts, assured of their 
inalienable67 right to human dignity – a rainbow nation at 
peace with itself and the world.” 

Nelson Mandela, Inaugural Address68, Pretoria May 9, 1994 

Th e term “Th e Rainbow Nation” was fi rst used by Bishop 
Desmond Tutu to describe post-Apartheid South Africa after 
the country’s fi rst democratic elections and was used by 
President Nelson Mandela in his inaugural address.

In 1994, we witnessed the end of the unjust system of 

65  covenant – a formal agreement
66  to walk tall – to show self-confi dence, not be intimidated
67  inalienable – which cannot be removed
68  inaugural address – the fi rst speech given by a person at the 

beginning of an important job

Apartheid. We all hoped for a miraculous69 improvement in the 
country, but sadly this was not to be. Th e control of the new 
administration was now suddenly put into the hands of the 
former “disadvantaged” majority, who did not have enough 
education, experience or training to be given top positions in 
the civil service70 so soon.

Sixteen years later, a lot of corruption and ineffi  ciency71 

69  miraculous – so good that it is diffi  cult to believe
70  civil service – government departments
71  ineffi  ciency – not being organized, skilled or able to work well

The anti-Apartheid activist Nelson Rolihlala Mandela spent 27 years in 

prisons before he was fi nally freed in 1990. He helped to bring about 

change in South Africa, increasing the rights of South African blacks.
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still exists. Th ere is a huge and growing gap72 between the rich 
and poor. Th e poor do seem poorer than they were under the 
cruel Apartheid regime which did, however, administer the 
country effi  ciently.

Today some elite blacks, many of them top politicians, live 
like millionaires, while the State-run educational and health 
care systems appear to be in a state of total chaos and collapse. 
Other civic departments, such as the Post Offi  ce, are badly 
mismanaged73. If you post a letter, you never know whether it 
will reach its destination. In fact, there is a very good chance 
that it will not.

In the new South Africa, racial barriers offi  cially do not 
exist, but old tensions74 still simmer75 under the surface. Th e 
high unemployment rate of 22% has led to a frightening level 
of crime. Th ose more fortunate unskilled workers usually fi nd 
employment in middle-class households as maids, nannies76 
or gardeners, earning low wages and often supporting large 
extended families. Average urban wage-earning South African 
families today employ at least one housemaid and gardener, 
who either live in small servants’ rooms in the backyard or 
come in daily to do the work.

Despite the diff erence between the rich and poor, there 
is a genuinely friendly atmosphere among ordinary people. 

72  gap – diff erence
73  mismanaged – badly organized
74  tensions – feelings of fear or anger
75  to simmer – to be in a state of suppressed anger
76  nanny – a woman whose job is taking care of somebody else’s 

children

When I was growing up on the Homeleigh farm, my parents 
employed several African workers, who also regarded the farm 
as their home, having been born there and having buried many 
generations there. For each employed farm worker, there were 
at least ten or fi fteen extended family members living with 
him for free.

Th e workers lived in their own little village of huts on 
a green hillside behind our farmhouse. Th ere they kept 
their goats, pigs and chickens and led a seemingly carefree 
existence. If any one of them was ill, or about to have a baby, 

A shanty town in Soweto, an urban area of Jonhannesburg.
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they would come to my Dad, who would drive them to the 
hospital or call an ambulance. Th eir children all attended a 
nearby farm school.

One of these, Sylvia, a Xhosa lady of my age, worked for my 
parents for many years as a young girl and later also worked 
for me when I got married and moved from the family farm to 
a suburb77 of East London. Today, she works for my sister who 
still lives in East London.

In many cases, the relationship between employer and 

77  suburb – a part of a city / town, outside the centre

employee is benefi cial to both sides. However, many domestic 
workers are badly treated by their employers, made to work 
long hours, cooking, cleaning, washing clothes and caring 
for children for very low wages. Th is is able to continue, due 
to the over-population and increasing lack of employment 
throughout the country.

Poor, uneducated people, living in terrible conditions in 
shanty towns78 (known as “squatter camps”), continue having 
more and more children. Th e example of President Zuma, who 
has at least 20 children and three wives, will do nothing to 
stop this population explosion.

It was for reasons such as these that my husband and I 
felt that the “Old South Africa” of our childhood was rapidly 
disappearing before our eyes and that our lives would no 
longer be safe there, especially as we grew older. So, in 2002, 
we took the drastic step of leaving our homeland and adopting 
the Czech Republic as our new home – a decision we have 
never regretted.  

I had worked as a radiographer for over 20 years, travelling 
in between various jobs. Th e time had now come for a 
complete career change, as well as a change of country. As 
I was unable to speak Czech, I would not be able to work in 
hospitals in this country. Today I happily work from home 
as an English teacher, proofreader and writer. My husband, 
formerly a medical doctor, is now retired and teaches English 
to private students.  

78  shanty town – an area where poor people live in very small and 
cheaply built houses

Street art in Johannesburg, South Africa’s largest city.
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CULTURE SHOCK:
South Africa vs. Europe 

Home Help
Th e major diff erence I found when relocating to the Czech 
Republic was the absence of any household help. Here, 
everything in the house and garden is usually done by one’s 
own hands. Sure, it is great to have somebody clean your fl oors 
and windows, make your beds and do the dusting. It is also 
lovely to have somebody tend to your garden and get rid of 
the weeds79. However, I fi nd it a challenge80 and am proud to 
know that everything that is done (or not done) around our 
home is as a result of our own labours and not by poorly paid, 
disadvantaged workers who have no other choice.

Climate
Th e second great shock when arriving here from South Africa 
was the weather. In South Africa, we do not experience the 
four seasons as dramatically as in Europe. It is either very hot 
Summer or mild Winter. I enjoy the four changing seasons in 
Europe, each one breathtakingly81 diff erent. Th e winter snow 
is a never-ending source of wonder to someone who has grown 
up in a country without any snow!

79  weeds – unwanted wild plants growing in a garden
80  challenge – something which needs some eff ort in order to be done 

and therefore tests a person’s ability
81  breathtakingly – amazingly

Language
Th e language barrier in the Czech Republic is enormous. 
Czech is such a diffi  cult and very diff erent language to learn 
but, through teaching English, I have met many kind, helpful 
people. Czechs are so eager to learn English, that it is really not 
a handicap to be unable to speak Czech – quite the opposite! 

Security
Possibly the greatest diff erence between the lifestyles of South 
Africa and the Czech Republic is the feeling of security and the 
low level of crime experienced here – in contrast to present 
conditions in South Africa, where 50 murders are committed 
every day!

Many South African families employ household workers and gardeners.
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In South Africa, every home and offi  ce has burglar bars82 
on all the windows. Buildings are equipped with “trellidors”, 
which are prison-like steel security gates, so that you may 
open the door, but fi rst look through the “trellidor” to see who 
is there before allowing the visitor inside.

Nearly all homes and offi  ces are also equipped with burglar 
alarms. It is no use just having an alarm, though, as the sound 
of ringing alarms at all hours of the day and night has become 
accepted as normal and is not even noticed. If you think there 
is a burglar trying to get into your home and telephone the 
Police, you might wait many hours, or even days, for them to 
arrive, as they are too busy investigating "real" crimes to care 
about a small matter like a burglary.

So people are forced to pay huge monthly fees to private 
security companies. Th e burglar alarm is connected to a 
security company, which responds immediately when it rings. 
Guards from the company will arrive on your doorstep with 
guns at their hips83. Unfortunately, they usually make so much 
noise when arriving that they give warning and plenty of time 
to the burglar for escape.

Nearly all homes are surrounded by at least two-metre 
high, ugly, grey, concrete walls, usually with “concentration 
camp” razor wire84 or sharp bits of glass on the top. Some 

82  burglar bars – long pieces of metal on windows, protecting a house 
from thieves

83  hips – part of the body below the waist and above the legs
84  razor wire – wire with pieces of sharp metal fi xed across it, which 

prevents people from climbing over walls

people go as far as to have bullet-proof85 glass in all their 
windows.

Everybody in South Africa knows somebody who has been 
mugged86, burgled, murdered or raped87.  My sister-in-law, who 
lives in a Johannesburg suburb, was standing at their bullet-
proof bedroom window, watching some intruders walking 
around her garden in the middle of the night. She shouted at 

85  bullet-proof – preventing bullets from getting through it, impossible 
to shoot through

86  to mug – to attack a person and steal his/her money
87  to rape – to force someone to have sex

An advertisement off ering burglar bars and gates repairs. Due to the 

high level of crime, it is a must for South Africans to have their houses 

equipped with burglar bars and security gates.
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them, and one of the men turned around, pointed a gun and 
fi red at her. Th e bullet from his gun would have killed her, had it 
not lodged in88 the bullet-proof glass just in front of her head.

Hijacking89 of vehicles is common. Everyone drives around 
with their car doors locked and the windows closed. Stopping 
at a red traffi  c light with your window open is an invitation to 
be mugged or hijacked. Th ieves wait for such an occasion, put 
their hands through the open window and take the car keys, 
cell phone or any other valuables in sight.

A young family friend has been held up90 – twice – by 
armed men, as he was opening his car door after going out 
in the evening. He escaped serious injury on both occasions, 
but had to give the robbers his cell phone, wallet, car keys and 
BMW.

Another family member opened his front door, when the 
doorbell rang, to three armed men, who burst into91 the living 
room, stole his laptop, TV and car keys and then left with his 
car which was parked outside. Fortunately, he and his family, 
who were upstairs, were not harmed. Yet another young lady 
in our family was dragged out of her car at her own gate, 
thrown to the ground, and had to watch the thieves drive off  
in her car.

In the evening you will never see people, young or old, 
walking, either alone or in a group, in the streets, on the beach 
or in the forest. Th ere is no way to walk or cycle in the city or 

88  to lodge in – to get stuck, remain in
89  to hijack – to take control of a vehicle using violence
90  to hold up – to threaten somebody with a gun and rob him/her
91  burst into – violently ran into 
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in the countryside after dark, without the very real possibility 
of being mugged or murdered. 

South Africans today stoically92 bear all this, knowing 
that they have a very high standard of living, cheap domestic 
labour and all the modern conveniences93 that money can 
buy. Th ey are also living in an incredibly beautiful country, 
with a great climate and much to off er. Many people live in 
huge mansions94, a lot of homes have swimming pools and 
tennis courts, others have amazing views over the ocean or 
mountains.

However, I would never exchange that lifestyle for the 
peace of mind and security experienced when I am out alone 
in the dusk95 on my bicycle in the forest, or when driving home 
late at night to our home in the isolated village of Buková, 
without a single light on the deserted country road.

To open my front door, knowing that I do not have to 
look behind my back for an attacker with a knife, to look out 
through my unbarred96 windows and across my unwalled 
garden to the fi elds beyond – all these things, to me, are 
priceless97.

92  stoically – patiently, without complaining
93  conveniences – things that make life easier and more pleasant
94  mansion – a very large, expensive house
95  dusk – the time before night, when it is slowly getting dark
96  unbarred – without metal bars
97  priceless – extremely valuable

In Conclusion
So far nothing has changed our opinion that the move to the 
Czech Republic was the right one for us. It would have been 
easier relocating to the USA, Canada or Australia. South Africa, 
a former British colony, uses British English and has many 
cultural similarities to Britain, the land of our forefathers98. 
However, the fi nancial considerations and high cost of living 
in any English-speaking country far outweigh99 the minor 
disadvantages of living in the Czech Republic.

My great-great-grandfather immigrated to South Africa in 
1820 with a group of British settlers, and among my ancestors 
were French Huguenots, escaping religious persecution in 
France. Th us my roots are deeply buried in European soil, 
although they were temporarily transplanted to Africa. 

So, how to answer the question: “What is South Africa 
really like?” Out in the remote farming districts, it is probably 
not very diff erent today to what it was like in my childhood. 
City life, however, has changed dramatically in the past 60 
years and even more so in the past decade. Some things for 
better and some for worse.

South Africa will always remain a very special country 
to me. It is where I was born and grew up, I have family and 
friends living there. As the saying goes: “You can take the 
person out of Africa, but you can’t take Africa out of the 
person!”

98 forefathers – ancestors / relatives who lived a long time ago
99  to outweigh – to be of greater importance than something else
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HUMOUR SOUTH AFRICAN STYLE 

South Africans are hospitable people, with a sense of humour, 
often making fun of themselves. Th e South African Tourism 
Board has been advertising globally with the slogan “South 
Africa – It’s possible!” and I have to agree – anything is indeed 
possible in South Africa! Th e following facts are absolutely 
true, believe it or not!

You are South African if:
You call a traffi  c light a “robot”.• 
Employees dance to show how unhappy they are! (• Th is 
protest dance is called the Toyi-toyi)
Th e SABC (• local TV and Radio broadcasters) advertise 
the highlights of the programme you have just fi nished 
watching!
You feel cold easily. Anything below 16 degrees Celsius is • 
Arctic weather!
You drive hundreds of kilometres to see a few fl akes of • 
snow.
You can sing your national anthem in four languages, and • 
you have no idea what it means in any of them.
You have to hire a car guard whenever you park your car. • 
You are genuinely surprised when you still fi nd your car • 
parked where you left it.
Driving at 120 km/h you are the slowest vehicle on the • 
highway.
People have names such as Precious, Innocence, No-• 
Weeds, Gladman, Coronation, No-Iron and No-Engine.
“Just-now” can mean anything from within a minute to • 
within a month.

An employee who was leaving her place of work was presented with 

a large cake which had the words beautifully written on top: “Best 

wishes Suzanne. Under neat that we will miss you.” It turned out that 

her colleague, who had telephoned the bakery to order the cake, had 

said: “Please write ‘Best wishes Suzanne’ and underneath that, ‘We 

will miss you.’ 
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